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We propose and analyze a scheme for parametrically cooling bilayer cuprates based on the selective
driving of a c-axis vibrational mode. The scheme exploits the vibration as a transducer making the
Josephson plasma frequencies time dependent. We show how modulation at the difference frequency
between the intrabilayer and interbilayer plasmon substantially suppresses interbilayer phase fluctuations,
responsible for switching c-axis transport from a superconducting to a resistive state. Our calculations
indicate that this may provide a viable mechanism for stabilizing nonequilibrium superconductivity even
above Tc, provided a finite pair density survives between the bilayers out of equilibrium.
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Introduction.—The ability to use light to drive with
precision a single low-energy degree of freedom of a solid
is rapidly becoming an important tool for both basic
research and potential technological applications [1–7].
Much work in this area has been dedicated to the excitation
of lattice vibrations, which deform the crystal lattice when
driven to large amplitudes [8]. Often, these vibrational
modes lie in the midinfrared region. The laser excitation of
these modes can be coherent and highly selective and
induce little direct heating, in contrast to near-visible
wavelengths [9–13]. Accordingly, such nonlinear phononic
techniques have been directed toward materials with strong
electronic correlations, with the goal of optically switching
their collective properties, including superconductivity,
ferroelectricity, or colossal magnetoresistance [5,6].
Notably, the application of nonlinear lattice control

in high-Tc superconducting cuprates has led to the reali-
zation of light enhanced superconductivity, demon-
strated first by targeting modes which dynamically
“unbuckle” the crystallographic structure of the cuprate
La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4, tipping the system from striped to
superconducting behavior [3,5]. In a recent experiment,
coherent excitation of apical oxygen distortions in the bilayer
cuprate YBa2Cu3O6þd (YBCO) was shown to induce a
transient phase which exhibited superconducting fluctua-
tions at temperatures up to 300 K [6,7]. In these experiments,
the disruption of a competing order cannot fully explain the
extraordinary temperature scale of the effect, and other
phenomena related to the nature of the dynamically driven
state should be considered. Consequently, here we explore
the properties of bilayer cuprates under periodic driving,
which in other materials systems has been shown to give rise
to a renormalized electronic structure [14].
While the physics of high-Tc superconductors is not

fully understood, it is generally considered that their

properties are determined by the doped copper-oxide
planes [15–19]. As these planes are weakly coupled
through insulating layers in the c axis, the low-energy
c-axis electrodynamics of cuprates can often be adequately
described as a stack of intrinsic Josephson junctions—
making them potentially compact sources of coherent
continuous-wave THz frequency radiation [20–22].
Owing to the relatively small c-axis phase stiffness and
poor screening phase fluctuations in the copper oxide
planes are likely to play a significant role in determining
the critical temperature Tc [23,24]. In this Letter, we
propose a cooling scheme for bilayer cuprates, similar to
the laser cooling of solids via anti-Stokes fluorescence [25],
but specifically targeting the crucial order-parameter phase.
Cooling of phase fluctuations by driving has been

demonstrated in a BCS superconductor using microwave
frequency sideband techniques, leading to an increase in
the critical current Ic for a single Josephson junction [26].
Bilayer cuprates shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) are
composed of unit cells with two junctions whose insulators
alternate between thick interbilayers and thin intrabilayers.
Typically, they have low (l) and high (h) Josephson plasma
normal modes in the region ωl ≈ 2π × 1 THz and
ωh ≈ 2π × 10 THz, respectively. Our key idea is to use
the selective driving of a c-axis vibrational mode as a
transducer to modulate plasma frequencies in time.
Although this driving differs from that used to laser cool
many-body systems of atoms [27–29], ions [30], and
optomechanical oscillators [31], the resulting effect is
analogous. Given a temperature ℏωl < kBT < ℏωh, para-
metric modulation [32] of the bilayer structure can cool by
up-converting energy from the thermally populated inter-
bilayer plasmon modes—responsible for phase fluctuations
—to the intrabilayer plasmon modes [see Fig. 1(b)]. We
make testable quantitative predictions on the efficiency of
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cooling and the resulting elevations in Ic. Importantly, we
find that optimal suppression of phase fluctuations occurs
for modulation at the frequency difference of the plasmon
modes. While the theory discussed here is inspired by the
experiments reported in Refs. [6,7], optimal conditions
were not met in these experiments so the theory outlined
may or may not explain those observations.
Model.—The c-axis electrodynamics of cuprate materi-

als are commonly modeled as alternating stacks of super-
conducting and insulating layers, with the Josephson effect
and quasiparticle tunneling providing coupling along the c
axis [20,33]. The application of Maxwell’s equations,
augmented by the Josephson relations, yields a model in
which there is both inductive and capacitive coupling
between the phases of each intrinsic junction [34]. To
simplify our treatment, we consider a sufficiently small
crystal in the a and b dimensions (< 100 μm for many
cuprates) such that plasmon modes with finite quasimo-
mentum in the ab plane are energetically prohibited.
Consequently, the spatial dependence of the phases can
be neglected, reducing the system to a stack of short
junctions, similar to those fabricated in heterostructures,
with layer charging providing the dominant coupling [34].
In addition to the Josephson dynamics, there are also

phonon modes spanning the THz range [35–38], many of
which describe c-axis vibrations within the insulating
layers [39]. The direct coupling of an infrared active
vibrational coordinate q to the Josephson plasma frequen-
cies is central to the physics of this work. Such a coupling,
which will be q2 due to symmetry, might arise in numerous
ways. For example, the motion of apical oxygens may
modulate superfluid density and the plasma frequency.
Alternatively, lattice vibrations may be modeled as a
time-dependent modulation of the capacitance of the
insulating layers, equivalent to a χð3Þ optical nonlinearity
[40]. Either type of modulation results in the same general

effect, and for concreteness, we focus on the latter
mechanism [41]. This is equivalent to the insulating layer
I having an effective time-dependent relative permittivity
ϵIðtÞ modulated at twice the driving frequency ωd, along
with off-resonant harmonics which we neglect. In Ref. [41],
we show that the Josephson phase dynamics is described by
a modified Koyama-Tachiki model [34],

∂2
tϕI ¼ −αϖ2

I−1 sinðϕI−1Þ þ ½2αþ 1þ ηIðtÞ�ϖ2
I sinðϕIÞ

− αϖ2
Iþ1 sinðϕIþ1Þ; ð1Þ

where ϕI is the gauge-invariant phase difference across the
Ith insulating layer and ϖI ¼ c=

ffiffiffiffi

ϵI
p

λc is the layer’s
alternating plasma frequency given by the static permittiv-
ity ϵI, the superconducting c-axis penetration depth λc, and
the speed of light in vacuum c. The capacitive coupling
between junctions is quantified by the parameter α, which
takes values in the range 0.1–5 for common high-Tc
superconductors [43,44]. The relative driving strength is
ηIðtÞ ¼ ð2αþ 1ÞΛI½ϵI=ϵIðtÞ − 1� ¼ ηIsin2ðωdtÞ, where the
factor ΛI < 1 accounts for the enlarged effective thickness
of a layer due to λc [41]. The driving therefore modulates
the bare plasma frequency ϖI. An alternative approach,
making use of the Lawrence-Doniach model, yields an
identical equation of motion [20,45].
Two-junction unit cell.—To examine the phase dynamics

of a unit cell, we linearize Eq. (1) and move to the normal
mode frame of Eq. (1), with ηIðtÞ replaced by its time
average 1

2
ηI . We adopt a classical Langevin framework for

describing the noise ξl;hðtÞ and damping γl;h caused, e.g.,
by long-wavelength phonons and incoherent quasiparticle
currents. This gives

∂2
tφl − γl∂tφl þ ω2

l ðtÞφl þ ΔhðtÞφh ¼ ξlðtÞ;
∂2
tφh − γh∂tφh þ ω2

hðtÞφh þ ΔlðtÞφl ¼ ξhðtÞ; ð2Þ

where φl;h are the normal mode phase coordinates.
Importantly, the driving introduces a time-dependent
off-diagonal coupling Δl;hðtÞ ¼ Δl;h cosð2ωdtÞ, where
Δl ¼ − 1

2
ΘðαÞηhϖ2

l , using ΘðαÞ ¼ α2=ð2αþ 1Þ2, and
Δh ¼ − 1

2
ηhϖ

2
h to lowest order in r ¼ ϖl=ϖh. Similarly,

the driving also induces a modulation of the normal mode
frequencies ω2

l;hðtÞ ¼ ω2
l;h −

1
2
A2
l;h cosð2ωdtÞ, with A2

l ¼
½ηl þ ΘðαÞηh�ϖ2

l and A2
h ¼ ηhϖ

2
h. The quadratic nature

of the driving shifts the normal mode frequencies ωl;h,
in line with experimental observations [6,7], as explicitly
shown in Ref. [41]. The noise ξl;hðtÞ is approximated
as independent, white, and Gaussian, hξl;hðtÞξl;hðt0Þi ¼
Γl;hδðt − t0Þ, and is related to the damping by the fluc-
tuation-dissipation theorem as Γl ¼ 2γlω

2
l ðT=T0Þ and

Γh ¼ 2γhω
2
l ðωl=ωhÞ2ðT=T0Þ, where T0 is a system-

dependent temperature scale set by the capacitive energy
associated with the mode φl. In the absence of driving,

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) A schematic of a bilayer cuprate such
as YBCO composed of Josephson junctions, each with a phase
difference ϕj and alternating interbilayer (low) ϖl and intra-
bilayer (high) ϖh plasma frequencies. (b) Parametric cooling
scheme where the coupling between the low and high frequency
normal modes ωl and ωh is modulated. Tuning the modulation
to ωd ¼ 1

2
ðωh − ωlÞ THz cools the low frequency mode by

up-converting fluctuations to the high frequency one.
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the damping and noise will thermalize the system at a
temperature T. In contrast to well-isolated quantum
optical or atomic systems, their continued presence during
driving accounts for the persistent reheating expected in a
solid-state system.
We integrate the stochastic differential equations Eq. (2)

with a quasisymplectic velocity Verlet propagator [46]. In
Fig. 2, we report results for a representative set of relevant
parameters for bilayer cuprates when driving at the differ-
ence frequency ωd ¼ 1

2
ðωh − ωlÞ. Since the intrabilayer

junction is typically more highly damped, we have taken
γh > γl. As shown in Fig. 2(a), once the driving is switched
on, the phase fluctuations of the interbilayer mode φl
are strongly suppressed. Up-conversion correspondingly
causes fluctuations to increase on the intrabilayer mode φh;
however, its fluctuations remain small even in the driven
steady state. Number fluctuations (not shown) for the two
modes behave similarly. Although the resulting steady state
is nonthermal, the level of fluctuations is consistent with φl
being substantially cooled and φh being heated. The ωd
dependence of the effect is shown in Fig. 2(b), where
cooling (red) and heating (blue) sidebands are observed at
ωd ¼ 1

2
ðωh − ωlÞ and ωd ¼ 1

2
ðωh þ ωlÞ, respectively.

Parametric cooling.—We estimate the final temperature
and cooling rate by neglecting the modulation of the normal
mode frequencies ωmðtÞ and retaining only the modulation
of the couplings ΔmðtÞ. The resulting model is an effective
coupled-oscillator Hamiltonian, as depicted in Fig. 1(b),

H ¼ p2
l

2Δl
þ p2

h

2Δh
þ 1

2
Δlω

2
lφ

2
l þ

1

2
Δhω

2
hφ

2
h

þ cosð2ωdtÞΔlΔhφlφh; ð3Þ

where pl;h is the conjugate momentum to φl;h. Applying the
rotating wave approximation and transforming to the frame
rotating with the coupling reveals that ωd ¼ 1

2
ðωh − ωlÞ

modulation induces resonant exchange energy between the
oscillators [41]. Since both oscillators are coupled to the
same thermal reservoir, up-conversion of energy from φl to
φh is the dominant process. At the temperatures of interest,
the high frequency bath modes thermalizing φh are effec-
tively unoccupied, so excess up-converted energy is dis-
sipated. This leads to cooling controlled by the normalized
coupling κ20 ¼ ðΔhΔlÞ=ðωlωhÞ ¼ 1

4
ðη2hω2

hÞgðαÞrþOðr3Þ,
with gðαÞ ¼ ΘðαÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3α2 þ 4αþ 1
p

, and is maximized at
α ¼ α0 ≈ 1.07, where gðα0Þ ≈ 0.04. Note that κ0 depends
only on ηh to leading order in r because the φh mode is
more massive by a ratio ðωh=ωlÞ2, so modulation of the
intrabilayer insulator is predicted to be most effective. In
the Ref. [41], we show that the asymptotic cooling rate is
γdr ¼ γl þ κ20=ðγh − γlÞ þOðκ30Þ, and the steady-state
fluctuations for the interbilayer mode are [32]

hφ2
l i=hφ2

l i0 ¼ 1 − Sð1 − ωl=ωhÞ; ð4Þ

where the scale factor 0 ≤ S ≤ 1 is given by S ¼ ζ=γlχ,
with ζ¼κ20ðγlþγhÞ=½Δω2þðγlþγhÞ2�, χ¼1þζðγlþγhÞ=
γlγh, and Δω ¼ 2ωd − ðωh − ωlÞ. Note that S ¼ 0, indi-
cating no cooling, if either γh ¼ 0 or κ0 ¼ 0, while for an
undamped interbilayer mode γl ¼ 0 with γh, κ0 > 0, we
have S ¼ 1 giving the maximum suppression of fluctua-
tions. With increasing γl > 0, S decreases monotonically,
implying that the interbilayer should be underdamped, and
S displays the expected resonance around Δω ¼ 0. The
predictions of this analysis are included in Fig. 2(a), and
they agree with the numerical solution to within a few
percent over a wide parameter regime. Moreover, in
Ref. [41], we show that the neglect of quantum fluctuations
in either plasmon mode does not affect the validity of our
approach.
Cooling a stack of junctions.—We now turn to the main

result of this Letter and consider the full nonlinear
dynamics of a stack of 100 junctions described by
Eq. (1) using the classical Langevin treatment outlined.
As shown in Fig. 3(a) (inset) the linearized normal modes
of the stack now form bands, φl;i and φh;i, of low and high
frequency plasmons which we take as being uniformly
damped at rates γl and γh, respectively. The c-axis critical
temperature Tc of the stack was determined by locating the
point where spontaneous thermal phase slipping first
induces a resistive state under negligible bias [41]. In
Fig. 3(a), we show the fluctuations of the modes φl;i for the
case where the driving ωd is tuned to half the difference
frequency near the lower edge of the bands (indicated). As
with the two-junction case a suppression of phase fluc-
tuations is observed for nearby modes. The steady-state
driven fluctuations of φl;i when ωd targets different
regions of the interbilayer band are shown in Fig. 3(b).

(a) (b)

FIG. 2 (color online). Parametric cooling in a two-junction
unit cell with (undriven) normal modes ωl ¼ 2π × 1 THz,
ωh ¼ 2π × 10 THz, γl ¼ 0.19 THz, γh ¼ 3.63 THz, α ¼ 1,
ηl ¼ 0, and ηh ¼ 0.1. (a) Phase and conjugate momentum
quadratures of the interbilayer and intrabilayer modes. Before
t ¼ 0 (indicated), T initial=T0 ¼ 0.1; then parametric driving is
applied, after which fluctuations on both quadratures of the
interbilayer (intrabilayer) mode are cooled to 0.6T initial (heated to
1.2T initial). Analytic predictions of the steady state (dotted line)
and asymptotic cooling rate (dashed line) are also shown.
(b) Cooling or heating sidebands of the interbilayer mode as
the driving frequency ωd is varied.
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Also plotted is the response for colored driving equally
superposing three different values of ωd, showing that
broadband driving can induce suppression over a wide
range of the band. The systematic variation of the
suppression with α and γl is shown in Fig. 3(c), where
the relative phase fluctuations averaged over all modes in
the interbilayer band are plotted. This indicates that
optimal cooling occurs with a moderate coupling and
weak intrinsic damping of the interbilayer plasmon.
A complementary characterization of the stack is given

by the c-axis superconducting transport properties quanti-
fied by the switching current distribution. This was
obtained by sweeping in a time Δt ¼ 1 ns the bias current
IðtÞ linearly in time from zero up to the critical current Ic.
The tilt of the washboard potential of every junction in the
stack increases until a phase slip event occurs, at which point
the potential difference across the stack becomes finite. In
Fig. 4(a), the Q-Q plot for the computed statistics of this pro-
cess is shown. This compares the quantiles of the original
thermal distribution to those of the stack subjected to dif-
ferent driving strengths ηh. The curves indicate a shift in the
mean of the switching distribution and a reduction in its
spread, both of which are expected for a switching distri-
bution at a lower temperature (see Ref. [47], pp. 207–209).
This tendency is confirmed in Fig. 4(b), where the

cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the switching
current is plotted for the same set of drivings. The
distribution is shifted to higher values of the bias current
with increasing driving, analogous to the shift that is
observed for thermal curves with decreasing temperature.
The suppression of phase fluctuations in the interbilayer
band thus corresponds to a measurable cooling effect on an
experimentally relevant figure of merit. Since ℏωh;i > kBT,

the intrabilayer modes remain superconducting with no
phase slips induced.
Conclusion.—We have shown the suppression of phase

fluctuations of Josephson plasmons in bilayer cuprates by
selectively targeting IR-active c-axis vibrational modes that
modulate the Josephson plasma frequencies. At the differ-
ence frequency between intrabilayer and interbilayer
plasma modes, this driving can be exploited to implement
parametric cooling. We have shown that a moderate
capacitive coupling and low damping of the interbilayer
modes is needed for this effect to be optimal. While the
coupling in BSCCO-2212 is too weak, both YBCO and
TBCCO-2201 satisfy these requirements, making them
strong candidate materials. Additionally, they both possess
phonon modes near the difference frequency with atomic
motion in the intrabilayer junction. Related effects have
already been observed in YBCO [48], and the experiments
reported in Refs. [6,7] may in fact rest on a related physical
mechanism, even though the exact resonance condition for
parametric cooling is not strictly met.
The proposed scheme may provide a pathway for

dynamically stabilizing superconductivity above Tc so long
as superconducting coherence and a high frequency plas-
mon remain [49]. For cooling to stay effective, the
interbilayer plasmon must remain underdamped even with
increasing temperature. Future work includes extending the
treatment to long junctions possessing phase fluctuations in
the ab plane [50] and investigating the possibility of dark-
state cooling schemes [28] in the richer structure of trilayer
materials.
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Programme (FP7/2007-2013)/ERC Grant Agreement
No. 319286 Q-MAC, and resources were provided by
the TNT project funded via EPSRC Projects No. EP/
K038311/1 and No. EP/J010529/1.

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Reduction of φl;i fluctuations for a
100-junction stack over time, at T=Tc ≈ 0.7. A selection of 10
modes have been displayed across the interbilayer band as shown
in the inset. (b) In the steady-state for relative fluctuations for
each mode in the interbilayer band is plotted for a selection of ωd.
(c) A contour plot of the hsin2φl;ii=hsin2φl;ii0 averaged across the
interbilayer band sweeping over the damping γl and capacitive
coupling α. Here we have taken γh ¼ 0.1 minðωh;iÞ,
minðωh;iÞ=minðωl;i ¼ 10. For each value of α, we drive at a
frequency targeting the bottom of the l band.

(a) (b)

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Q-Q plot of switching current
distributions for driving strengths ηh ¼ 0→ 0.1, at T=Tc ≈ 0.7.
Thermal curves are relative to this temperature. The dashed line
indicates the initial thermal distribution. (b) Numerically com-
puted CDF of switching current at α ¼ 1 with a sweep time
Δt ¼ 1 ns. Solid lines are the driven stack with different driving
strengths as in (a), while the dotted lines correspond to thermal
benchmarks.
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